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Hacker Industries, Inc.

Hacker Industries, Inc. was established upon the simple belief that when given a choice of ﬂoor
underlayments, the building community would choose the product of greater value. Our mission
statement has formed the foundation of a growing business for more than 29 years. It sets the
standard in the decisions we make in suppliers, applicators and employees. Our consistent
commitment to supply extraordinary value through the highest quality ﬂoor underlayments and
sound control mats installed by the best Licensed Applicators remains solid and unchanged.
Since 1983, Hacker Floor Underlayments have been installed in a multitude of structures, in a
wide variety of applications. They provide the sound resistance that is vital to comfortable living in
multi-family projects; are an integral part of one to four-hour ﬁre ratings in an apartment or ofﬁce
building; act as an effective thermal mass for radiant heating ﬂoor systems and furnish a level,
solid surface for ﬂoor coverings. With over 100 Underwriters Laboratories listings, and approvals from
ICC-ES and HUD, our products meet demanding project speciﬁcations and exceed the expectations
of any construction project. All Hacker Floor Underlayments meet ASTM F2419, Standard Practice
for Installation of Thick Poured Gypsum Concrete Underlayments and the Preparation of the Surface
to Receive Resilient Floor Coverings and installation methods listed by the Tile Council of America.
Hacker Industries, Inc. also provides an innovative line of sound attenuation mats, which are used to
aid in the reduction of sound between stacked residential units. Hacker Industries, Inc. does not sell
its products directly to the general public. Rather, it provides distribution through a network of trained,
Licensed Applicators across North America. This ensures that the end user will have the highest quality
ﬂoor underlayment and sound control mat available in the market today.
Quality is not only a ﬁnal objective but a process requiring constant reﬁnement and renewed
commitment. Hacker Industries, Inc. implements this belief by continuing to reﬁne our application
methods, improve upon our installation equipment and expand and further develop our product lines.
Let Our Products Floor You®.
This package includes technical information and know-how that is Conﬁdential Information of HACKER
INDUSTRIES, INC. Its contents are to be maintained in the strictest conﬁdence.
The information contained herein is based on our best knowledge, experience, and research to date. It
is not guaranteed to be accurate and we are not responsible for use of the information. This information
is subject to change without notice. This information is the property of Hacker Industries, Inc., and is not
to be reproduced in any form without the written consent of:

Hacker Industries, Inc.
1600 Newport Center Drive, Suite 275
Newport Beach, CA 92660 USA
Toll Free Tel. (800) 642-3455
(949) 729-3101 / FAX (949) 729-3108
www.HackerIndustries.com
info@HackerIndustries.com
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